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Hifi Turntables | Vinyl Record Players
Fluance’s High Fidelity Turntables play traditional LP and EP vinyl records with absolutely stunning sound quality that achieves the purest analog sound reproduction. When you want to hear music the way the artist intended, choose your favorite 33 1/3 or 45 RPM record, slide it out of the sleeve, power up your sound system, drop the needle and immerse yourself in the warm sound of a Fluance Record Player.
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Experience the Charm and Performance of Vinyl

Placing the turntable’s stylus on your record, hearing those initial pops and crackles before you are immersed in your music… There is something about the ritual of vinyl that is unmatched. The deliberate act of playing a record and being present in the moment allows you to engage with the artist, unlike any other audio experience. Rather than passively playing something in the background, record players have an extraordinary way of commanding your attention.




A Divine Music Listening Experience

Analog music is the ultimate listening format for audio lovers. Unlike digital recordings, analog audio captures the entire soundwave with no information loss or digital sound compression.  There is no digital conversion or coloration. The result is a more accurate reproduction of what was originally recorded.




Music You Can Hold in Your Hands

The physicality of music is something that has been lost in the digital age of music. Vinyl records are not just about the music, but the remarkable artwork and engaging liner notes that give each album journey a greater sense of completion and understanding.




Visit Your Local Record Shop

In today’s society, any reason to get off your smartphone and into the real world is a good one. A trip to your local record store is a great way to spend a Saturday afternoon. There is nothing quite like wandering through an expansive vinyl assortment and discovering a forgotten favorite to add to your collection. The first step in starting your vinyl ritual is a Hifi turntable.
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“The Fluance RT81 is an excellent turntable for anyone looking to discover (or re-discover) the joy of vinyl without spending a fortune.”
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"Music played on the record player was deep and smooth with excellent clarity."
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"Right out of the box, the Fluance RT81 impresses with its walnut finish and the sheer weight of its solid construction lends to its frame."












Why Choose Fluance?


[image: 30 day risk free][image: 30 day risk free]30 Day Risk Free Trial

Return your order within 30 days of receipt for a full refund. We'll even cover the return shipping!


[image: trusted by pros][image: trusted by pros]Trusted by the Pros

Explore product reviews and features in industry and editorial publications.


[image: expert advice][image: expert advice]Expert Advice and Support

We are committed to providing an exceptional experience to our customers and are available by chat or email.


[image: free shipping][image: free shipping]Free and Fast Shipping

Orders are eligible for free ground shipping! All orders are delivered within 2 to 7 business days.
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